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Abstract—Network topology obfuscation (NTO) is generally
considered as a promising proactive mechanism to mitigate traffic
analysis attacks. The main challenge is to strike a balance among
energy consumption, reliable routing, and security levels due
to resource constraints in sensor nodes. Furthermore, software-
defined wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are more vulnerable
to traffic analysis attacks due to the uncovered pattern of con-
trol traffic between the controller and the nodes. In this article,
a new energy-aware NTO mechanism is proposed, which maxi-
mizes the attack costs and is efficient and practical to be deployed.
Specifically, first, a route obfuscation method is proposed by
utilizing ranking-based route mutation, based on four different
critical criteria: 1) route overlapping; 2) energy consumption;
3) link costs; and 4) node reliability. Then, a sink node obfus-
cation method is introduced by selecting several fake sink nodes
that are indistinguishable from actual sink nodes, according to
the k-anonymity model. As a result, the most suitable routes and
sink nodes can be selected, and a highest obfuscation level can
be reached without sacrificing energy efficiency. Finally, exten-
sive simulation results demonstrate that the proposed methods
can strongly mitigate traffic analysis attacks and achieve effective
NTO for software-defined WSNs. In addition, the proposed meth-
ods can reduce the success rate of the attacks while achieving
lower energy consumption and higher network lifetime.

Index Terms—IoT, moving target defence (MTD), obfusca-
tion, software-defined WSN (SDWSN), security, wireless sensor
network (WSN).

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) integrated with IoT
are considered as an indispensable enabler of the IoT

paradigm [1]. WSNs play a vital role in industrial IoT (IIoT)
to support automation, monitoring, and control functions [2].
In WSN-enabled IIoT networks, a multihop transmission is
used to connect a large number of sensor devices. A software-
defined networking (SDN) paradigm introduces solutions that
add programmable and flexible features to WSNs [3]. In SDN,
a centralized controller acts as an intelligent element in the
architecture whereby (over-the-top) services are implemented
above this controller [4]. An SDN paradigm intends to split
between the data and the control planes [5]. As a result, the
SDN-enabled devices (such as sensors) turn into nonintelligent
devices in terms of routing decisions. For the routing function,
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the controller provides the sensor nodes with flow rules for
message forwarding. The controller collects information about
the network to create the routing map. To assign a path for
a particular flow, the controller uses the shortest path algo-
rithm to select the best route based on the hop counts from
all feasible routes in the network [6].

WSN-enabled IIoT networks are highly vulnerable to traf-
fic analysis attacks similar to conventional WSNs [7]. In these
passive attacks, the adversary tries to obtain detailed knowl-
edge about the network behavior (topology) [8]. Usually, the
goal of these attacks is to identify flow routes and high-profile
nodes that play significant roles in network communication,
including sink nodes, intermediate nodes, and shared nodes of
both control and data traffic. After discovering these nodes,
the adversary can compromise (hijack) these nodes later or
launch a DDoS attack. In most cases, sensed data and con-
trol traffic are transmitted along paths from source nodes to
determined destinations such as sink nodes. This produces pro-
nounced traffic patterns that can be revealed by monitoring
the network traffic. Thus, the network cannot be guarded by
applying only conventional privacy solutions such as encryp-
tion [9]. Moreover, some traffic analysis attacks from the
conventional WSNs are exacerbated in the software-defined
WSNs (SDWSNs). Recall that SDN introduces communica-
tion between the controller and the nodes for the control plane.
Therefore, due to the evident pattern of this additional con-
trol traffic, SDWSNs are more vulnerable to traffic analysis
attacks.

Network topology obfuscation (NTO) is an effective tech-
nique for hiding the entire network and securing it against
the traffic analysis adversary as a proactive defense. The pri-
mary goal of the NTO solution is to minimize the damage
level and maximize the cost to the adversary to launch effi-
cient attacks. The damage level determines how successful
the attack is, e.g., how many flows may drop down when
flooding a link. Network reliability is classed as an essential
design concern alongside the security issue in WSN-enabled
IIoT networks. WSNs are supposed to be operable for an
extended lifetime and should overcome routing challenges.
By applying NTO, each node decides to hide the routes of
messages inside the network; meanwhile, the communication
of the whole network is not harmed. Energy constraint and
resource utilization are critical issue in the WSNs [2], [10].
Therefore, any NTO mechanism must consider both the energy
and the security issues. In other words, energy consumption
and traffic overhead should be highly optimized when apply-
ing defense mechanisms. Notably, it is challenging to entirely
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hide specific nodes in the network, such as the sink node,
without forcing excessive overhead. Thus, it is reasonable to
consider maximizing the attack cost to the adversary instead
of proposing unpractical solutions. Conventional NTO solu-
tions [11]–[15] still need improvements to be suitable for the
WSNs’ application. Different from those proposals, a solu-
tion is proposed that jointly considers energy consumption and
obfuscation level (defense performance).

In this article, an SDN-based NTO solution is proposed
to hide the network from the traffic analysis adversary. SDN
allows for the setup of adaptive flow rules in the network.
In the proposed solution, all decisions are executed by the
controller rather than the sensors themselves. There are no
exchanges among sensors, which is the main feature of exist-
ing proposals for conventional WSNs. Moreover, the proposed
NTO is an energy-aware solution that is especially suited to the
characteristics of WSNs and exhibits several advantages con-
trary to some existing solutions. This research aims to design
obfuscation techniques to increase the cost for an adversary
to discover the network topology. The proposed techniques
aim to secure the network against network traffic attacks,
such as sniffer attacks, link-flooding attacks, CrossPath
attacks [16], and heuristic attacks [15], [17]. Specifically, the
main contributions of this research can be summarized as
follows.

1) An SDN-based NTO solution is proposed to secure the
network against network traffic attacks. The proposed
solution provides load balancing between security
requirements and resource and QoS restrictions.

2) A ranking-based route mutation (RM) mechanism is
proposed where paths are selected for flows’ routes to
obfuscate the high-profile nodes in the network. These
paths are selected according to several criteria that
ensure a high obfuscation level of the network based
on route overlapping and consider the compatibility of
WSN requirements, such as energy consumption and
link cost. Moreover, multiple mutated routes can be gen-
erated to deceive the adversary and provide additional
obfuscation level.

3) A sink obfuscation technique is proposed for fully cen-
tric WSNs. Multiple fake sink nodes are selected to
deceive the adversary who aims to locate the sink node.
The selection of fake sink nodes approach jointly con-
siders the residual energy of nodes and the gained
obfuscation level. The approach further uses a fitting
parameter that considers the residual energy of the
selected fake sink nodes’ neighbors due to the expected
additional communication overhead in their zone.

4) The proposed solutions are evaluated by showing the
network and security performance and conducting a
performance comparison with some existing solutions.
Realistic adversary models are defined. An attack
scenario is provided for each adversary model asso-
ciated with the damage level evaluation parameter.
The extended performance evaluation shows that the
proposed NTO techniques outperform the existing solu-
tions to defend the network against traffic analysis
attacks while achieving lower overhead and resources

consumption. Moreover, the cost of the proposed
solution is moderate and applicable to large sensor
networks.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
A review of related works is discussed in Section II. In
Section III, the system and threats models are introduced and
the design goals are defined. The details of route and sink
obfuscations are provided in Sections IV. and V, respectively.
Next, a performance evaluation of the proposed techniques is
provided in Section VI. Finally, a conclusion of this article is
provided in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Several obfuscation mechanisms are proposed in the lit-
erature. These mechanisms aim to secure different types
of networks. However, general SDN-based solutions [18]
are not applicable for resource-constrained networks such
as WSNs. Solutions for general wireless networks, such as
multihop mobile networks, have a high energy consump-
tion [19], [20]. Additionally, most of these solutions require
high computational and storage resources. Several research
studies are proposed to achieve location privacy in conven-
tional WSNs using cryptographic approaches [21]. However,
these approaches fail against adversaries that launch traffic
analysis attacks. There are several proposed defense tech-
niques against traffic analysis attacks in WSNs [9]. There
are two types of solutions: 1) noncentric and 2) centric tech-
niques. The noncentric solutions (standalone or cooperative)
have a higher rate of energy consumption and a higher cost
(in terms of path length, E2E delay, etc.). For example, the
probability-based routing protocols in [17] rely on broadcast-
ing fake packets from fake sources concurrently with the
transmission of real packets from the real source nodes to
deceive the adversary. In addition, the discovery of alterna-
tive routes requires more broadcasting messages as deceptive
traffic or to collect the relevant information from neighbor
nodes; this results in additional energy consumption and higher
overhead [22]. Random walk (RW) protocols [13] deliver the
messages through a random route every time. Ring routing,
an improved version of the RW protocol, is proposed in [23].
Liu et al. [23] proposed a multirepresentative refusion (MRRF)
data collection technique. MRRF is designed to ensure accept-
able energy consumption and end-to-end delay of the RW
ring routing. However, the technique has demonstrated some
performance limitations. The technique considers only energy
factors, and no security constraints are introduced.

The existing centric solutions, such as SDN-based solutions,
have their limitations. Duan et al. [12] proposed a proactive
random RM mechanism against sniffer and DoS attacks. The
selected routes are dynamically and randomly changed while
preserving QoS end-to-end connectivity. However, multiple
uncrossed routes for each flow are required. The mecha-
nism ensures that a previously selected route consisting of
certain links must not be selected for the current route. It
is challenging to satisfy this requirement in WSNs topol-
ogy. Zhou et al. [11] proposed a scalable node-centric RM
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(SNcRM) technique that formulates the problem into a sig-
nature matching problem and solves it by a binary branch
and bound method. The technique obfuscates the network
topology by decreasing the variety of historically accumula-
tive traffic volume among the SDN-enabled nodes. The SDN
controller recognizes previously highly loaded nodes with
high exposure risks and finds alternative routes for their traf-
fic flows via other lowly loaded nodes. This is determined
based on the accumulative traffic of the node. Rauf et al. [14]
proposed the secure route obfuscation (SRO) scheme, which
is an SDN-based solution. To obfuscate the network, the
controller randomly generates random routes for each com-
municating pair of nodes. Only a reliability score proposed
in [24] is considered toward the route selection. No energy
or security constraints are designed to select routes. Thus,
SRO shows weak performance in terms of energy and security
when applied to WSNs due to the uncontrolled randomness.
Chai et al. [25] proposed a sink obfuscation technique against
a global adversary based on the k-anonymity model. At least
k nodes are selected in the network to mimic the sink node.
Thus, the traffic loads around these nodes make the sink
area indistinguishable. However, due to the significant over-
head of the fake sink nodes’ deceptive traffic, this solution
has comparatively costly energy consumption. The network’s
lifetime is decreased due to every node sending messages to
these fake sink nodes when sending the real one. Moreover,
the authors do not consider acknowledgment (ACK) mes-
sages. This limits the solution to not be applied to SDWSNs,
which have many built-in ACK-based messages. In addition,
the data aggregation nodes are the same selected fake sink
nodes, thereby leading to a traffic collision and low message
delivery and reliability. Baroutis and Younis [15] proposed
the preserve location anonymity through uniform distribution
of traffic volume (PLAUDIT) technique to obfuscate WSNs.
This technique achieves uniform distribution of traffic vol-
ume by injecting deceptive messages. Several dedicated nodes
are selected to generate the deceptive flows that challenge the
adversary’s mission to reveal the network topology. In addi-
tion, the deceptive traffic rate is determined to balance the
traffic density across the network and avoid network overhead.
The authors try to achieve robust anonymity with load balanc-
ing and energy consumption. However, PLAUDIT fails to hide
the centralized architecture of SDWSNs, especially from the
heuristic traffic analysis attacks. Many research studies [26]
define mutated identification methods. However, for WSNs,
changing IP addresses too frequently may cause serious ram-
ifications, including service interruptions, routing inflation,
delays, and security violations [27]. Moreover, these tech-
niques do not secure the network from a traffic analysis attack,
for example, when the adversary uses physical equipment
to collect the network information. All solutions described
above attempt to obfuscate network topology or enhance the
anonymity of certain high-profile nodes. Nonetheless, differ-
ent from those countermeasures, in this article, a balance
between energy consumption and obfuscation level (defense
performance) is achieved. The proposed mechanisms minimize
energy consumption, prolong the network lifetime, and suffer
lower attack success rates.

TABLE I
TABLE OF NOTATIONS

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, first, the system and threat models are
presented. Finally, the design goals of the proposed solution
are discussed. A list of notations is given in Table I.

A. System Model

The system model consists of several components, namely,
the SDN controller, sink nodes, and SDN-enabled sensor
nodes, as shown in Fig. 1. The network is modeled as a graph
G(V, E), where V is the set of vertices (nodes) and E is the
set of edges (links). The SDN controller has the supervisory
view of the network and is responsible for flow management.
The controller receives the statistical updates from the under-
lying network components to build comprehensive network
maps. Based on these maps, the controller can provide several
services efficiently, such as routing, network management, and
security. The sink node, which connects the network and the
controller, has powerful resources. The network is deployed
randomly, and network nodes are homogeneous, which means
every sensor node has the same communication range (CR)
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Fig. 1. SDWSNs.

and initial residual energy (Energy0). Node i is connected to
node j with edge eij only if it is within its CR (dij ≤ CRi).
In this research, a well-known transmission energy model is
used [28]. The sensor node consumes ETx(l, d) when it sends
l bytes for distance d (1). While, it consumes ERx(l) when it
receives l bytes, ERx(l) = lEelec

ETx(l, d) =
{

lEelec + lεfsd2, d < d0

lEelec + lεampd4, d ≥ d0.
(1)

Eelec denotes the transmission circuit loss (50 nJ/bit).
Depending on the distance between the sender and receiver
nodes, the free space (d2 power loss) or the multipath
fading (d4 power loss) channel models are applied. The
energy needed in both models for power amplification is
εfs (10 pJ/bit/m2) and εamp (0.0013 pJ/bit/m4). After each
transmission, the energy level is updated for the sender i
and receiver j nodes (Energyi = Energyi − ETx(l, di,j) and
Energyj = Energyj − ERx(l), respectively).

Each node has a flow table. The SDN controller is respon-
sible for updating the flow tables of each node in the network.
If there is no particular rule for an incoming message, then
a packet-in control message must be sent to the controller
to obtain a new routing rule. When the controller receives
the packet-in message, it responds with a packet-out mes-
sage, which contains the new flow entry [3]. To maintain
network control and keep the flow table updated at all times,
SDN provides several services [16]. Packet service manages
packets exchanged between the control and data planes. Flow-
rule service installs or updates rules in sensors via flow-mod
messages. The topology service maintains the topology of
sensors and links, discovers new sensors and tracks their loca-
tions, and establishes the control channel between sensors and
controllers via several handshake messages. The liveness of
sensors is periodically checked via echo request and echo
reply messages. Therefore, when a sensor node in the network
stops working due to energy exhaustion, the controller will be

informed. Flow-metrics service is responsible for collecting
flow statistics. It periodically queries the flows on network
devices via stats requests and replies.

The controller defines F as the flow set of all computed
flows in a certain control period (time window) �t (F =
f1, f2, . . . , fi). A Boolean variable is used to indicate whether
or not a node is selected as a part of flow f as follows:

xf
v =

{
1, this node is selected as intermediate node in f
0, otherwise.

(2)

There are no dedicated links between nodes in wireless
networks as the wireless node transmits the packets to the
medium within its CR. Thus, the flow is defined as follows:

Xf =
{

xf
1, xf

2, . . . , xf
|V||∀f ∈ F

}
. (3)

Moreover, the controller keeps the prior calculated flow sets
from the previous control periods in a flow set matrix FT =
[Ft, Ft−�t, Ft−2�t, . . . , Ft−T�t] where t is the current time.
The controller does not determine the routes for the control
flow. The routes are determined by the nodes themselves using
a discovery approach [6]. However, the controller has knowl-
edge of these paths. The control flow set for all nodes in the
network is defined as Fc (Fc = f c

1 , f c
2 , . . . , f c|V|). A similar

Boolean variable xf c

v is used to indicate whether or not a node
v is selected as a part of control flow f c. The control flow can
be defined as follows:

Xf c =
{

xf c

1 , xf c

2 , . . . , xf c

|V||∀f c ∈ Fc
}
. (4)

The node that is a part of a data flow Xf and a control flow
Xf c

is considered as a shared node and vulnerable for the
CrossPath attack (Section III-B).

B. Threat Model

In this research, we assume an outsider adversary, which is
an unauthorized user who does not have permission to con-
trol the sensor network. The adversary wants to attack the
network availability, however; s/he cannot attack the controller
directly. To launch an effective attack, the adversary must
learn the network topology and identify the high-profile nodes
that play significant roles in network communication, includ-
ing sink nodes, intermediate nodes, and shared nodes of both
control and data traffic. Most messages are transmitted along
paths that have high-profile nodes. This produces pronounced
traffic patterns that reveal traffic path information, direction,
and thus, the location of these nodes. The adversary must
first launch a traffic analysis attack, a remote software-based
attack, or a physical attack on the network. This adversary can
hijack (capture) sensor nodes; consequently, s/he is capable of
obtaining its flow table, eavesdropping communications within
the node’s range (passive monitoring), and revealing some
statistics about the neighborhood. The adversary can gather
information about the network without being detected, as the
sensor node will continue to act normally with no malicious
actions. The adversary can compromise only a small number
of nodes at any reasonable cost (time). In this research, with-
out loss of generality, we consider that the adversary can only
compromise one node during a control period �t.
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In this research, an adversary can launch a sniffer attack,
link-flooding attack, a CrossPath attack, or a heuristic attack.
Also, several attack scenarios and the damage level evaluation
based on these attacks are provided in Section VI-B. In the
sniffer attack, the adversary captures and analyzes network
communication packets. A sniffer adversary is capable of
eavesdropping on the data traffic of nodes or links, monitor-
ing network status, and stealing sensitive data. The overlapping
points of data flows are convenient for the adversary during a
sniffer attack. The link-flooding attack is a DoS attack in which
the adversary targets a number of links by flooding packets.
The adversary can disrupt a limited number of links or nodes
without being detected for a specific time. The selection of the
target set of links is based on the belief of what is significant
within this set for certain flows. Therefore, the adversary uses
data reconnaissance to gain knowledge about the high-profile
data forwarding nodes.

A CrossPath attack is a link-flooding DoS attack that tar-
gets the shared links between the control and data traffic in the
in-band control SDN [16]. A probing technique called adver-
sarial path reconnaissance (APR) is used to find the target
links. The technique was inspired by the key observation that
the delay of a control path is higher if a short-term burst of the
data traffic passes through the shared links. Thus, an adver-
sary can use a compromised node to identify the key data
paths by generating data traffic and measuring the delay vari-
ations of the control paths. To identify a shared link using
APR, the target data path must cross with a control path of
a sensor belonging to the data path. After the discovery of
these target links, the adversary will be able to launch a link-
flooding attack. In this research, we assume an ideal case in
which the adversary can identify all the possible shared paths
using APR. In the heuristic attack, the adversary goal is to
maximize the attack on the high-profile nodes. To achieve the
attack goal, the adversary uses a heuristic approach to move
from one node to another [17]. A greedy heuristic expands
the attack graph by selecting the most profitable node based
on an evaluation function [29]. Using the evaluation function,
the adversary can reveal the traffic pattern of neighbor nodes
based on traffic volume and communication directions gath-
ered through passive monitoring. This can be achieved either
physically or by a software-based method. The adversary con-
tinues to move until s/he finds the high-profile targets. The
adversary may face a deadlock, i.e., the candidate list of pos-
sible targets is empty. Then, the adversary chooses the next
target randomly.

C. Design Goals

The proposed solution aims to achieve the following goals.
1) High Obfuscation Level: The primary goal of the NTO

solution is to minimize the damage level and maximize
the cost to the adversary to launch efficient attacks.

2) Reliable Routing: The routing path of each flow must
be provided with high reliability.

3) Energy Efficiency: The NTO solution needs to be energy
efficient to eliminate the side effects of defense mech-
anisms and guarantee network performance. Primarily,

Fig. 2. Example of shortest route for flow f compared to the muted route (f ′).

the objective function of the problem is formu-
lated as maximizing the obfuscation level achieved
by a certain solution � and minimizing the cost
that the network must pay for this defense level
(min Cost(�) & max Obf(�)).

IV. ROUTE OBFUSCATION

The pattern of data and control traffic can be revealed as
the network uses shortest path routing. Moreover, measuring
the control delays may reveal the shared paths between data
and control traffic [16]. Thus, to provide route obfuscation,
a ranking-based RM (rRM) mechanism is proposed. In the
proposed solution, paths are ranked based on several criteria.
Then, based on this ranking, the controller sets the mutated
path for each flow under two key considerations. The first con-
sideration is the total path cost, which combines several key
criteria to achieve reliable and energy-aware routing. The sec-
ond consideration is the obfuscation level that is gained by the
given paths. This determines the defence efficiency. Therefore,
the route obfuscation problem is formulated as follows:

min∀f∈Ft
Cost(f ) & max∀f∈Ft

Obf(f ). (5)

When the controller sets the mutated path for a flow, it will
update the flow rules for each node in the selected paths. Thus,
all these rules will be deployed in the network when required.
When the flow rule expires, the controller redetermines the
mutated path for the active flows and updates the network. As
shown in Fig. 2, in normal operations, the shortest path (f1) is
set for a flow from node s to node d. However, using RM, a
different path (f ′1) is set for the flow.

A. Path Cost Criteria

The cost of a path is the cost of all links in that path

Cost(f ) =
∑
∀euv∈f

Cost(euv). (6)

Four key criteria are defined for determining link cost: 1) node
energy level; 2) edge energy cost; 3) node table flow capacity;
and 4) node reliability. The residual energy is a significant
factor in selecting a particular node in the path. The energy
level’s weight of a node is calculated as follows:

εv = Energyv

Energy0
v

. (7)
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The energy consumption model of packet transmission is a
function of distance. As a result, the distance duv is considered
to determine the edge energy cost for edge euv. The higher
distance results in the higher energy consumption (1). Thus,
the edge energy cost of euv is computed as follows:

ec
uv =

duv

CRu
(8)

where the value is 0 < ec
uv ≤ 1 for direct (valid) edges, and

when there is no direct connection, it will be excluded by the
algorithm. On the other hand, due to the limited capacity of
the flow table, the capacity score Cc

v of a node is defined by
dividing the number of flow rule entries at the previous control
period over the capacity limit of the flow table for the node

Cc
v =

∑
∀f∈Ft−�t

xf
v

Cth
v

. (9)

We assume that Cth
v is equal for all the sensor nodes (∀v ∈

G.V). The flow set Ft−�t is used because they are the current
deployed flow rules in the network. Finally, the node reliabil-
ity in packet transmission is considered to avoid nodes that
have a history of higher failure rate due to the congestion,
for example. A Bayesian method is used to compute the reli-
ability score of a node in transmitting packets based on the
total number of successful transmissions Nsuccess

trans and the total
number of transmissions Nall

trans of this node [30]

Relv = Nsuccess
trans + 1

Nall
trans + 2

. (10)

All of the above scores are normalized, and their values are
represented between 0 and 1. Therefore, the cost of a link euv

is calculated based on the above scores as follows:

Cost(euv) = ωε(1− εv)+ ωeec
uv + ωC

(
1− Cc

v

)
+ ωr(1− Relv) (11)

where ωε+ωe+ωC+ωr = 1. Assigning the weighting param-
eters depends on specific application to utilize the network
performance.

B. Route Obfuscation Level

To determine the obfuscation level of the generated mutated
paths of flows, two parameters are defined: 1) similarity s
and 2) history h. These parameters determine the overlapping
criteria of route selection for a node. The similarity s score is
used to compute the overlapping between paths in the flow set
F in the same control period (time window) �t. Also, s score
determines the number of shared intermediate nodes between
the data flow F and the control flow Fc

sv =
∑
∀f∈Ft

xf
v +

∑
∀f c∈Fc

t

xf c

v . (12)

History h score is used to compare paths to flows in the
previous control periods (FT ). h score is used to avoid select-
ing nodes that have already been selected several times. The
selection effect of previous control periods decays over time;
i.e., the effect of flows in control period t−a�t is higher than

that in t − b�t when a < b. Thus, the h score is defined as
follows:

hv =
T∑

τ=1

⎛
⎝ ∑
∀f∈Ft−τ�t

xf
v +

∑
∀f c∈Fc

t−τ�t

xf c

v

⎞
⎠ ∗ 2−τ (13)

where 2−τ is the decay factor in which τ is equal to one for the
preceding control period and is equal to T for the last stored
control period. Using (12), (13) can be written as follows:

hv =
T∑

τ=1

st−τ�t
v ∗ 2−τ . (14)

Therefore, the obfuscation level of selecting a path is com-
puted by combining the similarity and history scores of the
intermediate nodes in that path. Hence, to maximize the obfus-
cation level in (5), a function of s and h is minimized, as
follows:

max∀f∈Ft
Obf(f ) = min∀f∈Ft

∑
∀v∈G.V

xf
v(αsv + βhv). (15)

Then, based on (6) and (15), the objective function of RM
in (5) is written as

min∀f∈Ff

∑
∀u,v∈G.V

xf
uxf

vCost(euv)+
∑
∀v∈G.V

xf
v(αsv + βhv)

s.t.
∑
∀f∈Ft

xf
v ≤ Cth

v

∑
∀v∈G.V

xf
v ≤ Lth ∀f ∈ F. (16)

The first constraint ensures that the selected node cannot be
beyond the capacity limit, i.e., Cth

u ≥
∑
∀f∈Ft

xf
u. The objective

function is extended to consider the QoS constraints on routes.
We assume that the QoS requirement of a mutated route is
defined by the maximum allowed path length (Lth) of the route
in terms of the numbers of hops (second constraint).

C. Multiple Mutated Routes

In this section, multiple paths are used for each flow to
deceive the adversary. The controller assigns kr paths with the
objective function in (16). The generated kr paths can be used
in two ways. First, all the kr paths must be used when sending
a message. Thus, the source divides the message into kr frag-
ments, with each fragment sent individually through one of the
kr paths. Second, the source will use a round-robin approach to
select a path from the assigned kr paths to send each message
in the flow. As shown in Fig. 3, two paths (kr = 2) are set for
the flow. Moreover, the flow table is extended to have an extra
field called path ID (i), ranging from 1 to kr as it indicates
the mutated path ID. This ID will be appended to the message
header. Assume that there are three possible paths (orange, red,
and green) for a flow (s→ d) in which node s is the source
and node d is the destination (as shown in Fig. 4). Assume
that all these paths are equally ranked, and all nodes have
the same h scores. Only two paths (kr = 2) are needed for the
flow. Minimizing the number of shared nodes (edges) in the kr

mutated paths is needed. If the similarity between each pair of
paths is computed, then s(red, green) = 2, s(red, orange) = 1,
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Fig. 3. Example of multiple mutated routes.

Fig. 4. Example for paths similarity and history.

and s(green, orange) = 1. Both pairs (red and orange) and
(green and orange) have the least similarity score. However,
the pair (red and orange) is the best choice in terms of the
shortest path. As another example, assume that one path is
needed for the flow (s → d) (Fig. 4). If history h score
of node indicates how frequent this node was selected in a
prior paths, then assume h(w) = 2, h(x) = 1, h(y) = 1,
and h(z) = 5. This indicates that node z was selected most
often for previous flows and/or in the previous time win-
dows. Thus, it is better to avoid selecting this node as it
has a higher h score than the other possible nodes. Both red
and green paths pass through the node z. Therefore, select-
ing the orange path is the best choice based on the history of
the nodes.

D. Route Obfuscation Algorithm

The route obfuscation algorithm takes the initial and current
energy level, reliability score, and history score of nodes as
inputs. All of this information are obtained by the controller
due to its supervisory view of the network. First, energy weight
Ej, capacity score Cc

j , and reliability score Relj are computed
for all nodes in the network (7), (9), and (10). Also, the edge
cost ec

ij for all edges in the network is computed based on (8).
Thus, the cost of each link in the network is precomputed for
all links.

In Algorithm 1, the detail of paths assignment of the RM is
presented. A modified version of the Dijkstra algorithm is used
to guarantee that the algorithm will select the optimal mini-
mum cost route for each flow based on the path cost given
in (6). The Dijkstra algorithm is a greedy heuristic algorithm
that at every step the fittest option possible is chosen at that
step without consideration to future consequences. The algo-
rithm excludes nodes to be the next hop when their flow table

Algorithm 1: Route Obfuscation Algorithm
Input : G(V, E), Cost(Link), h, s
Output: f
while (f .paths(kr)! = valid) do

for k = 1 −→ kr do
Q.init(G.V);
while not Q.isEmpty() do

u←− Q.extractMin();
for each v ∈ u.available_adjacent() do

if (αsv + βhv) < 
max then
if v.cost() > u.cost()+ Cost(Linku,v)
then

v.cost←− u.cost()+Cost(Linku,v);
v.parent←− u;

end
Q.modifyKey(v);

end
end

end
end

max = 
max + φ+;

end
for each v ∈ f .paths(kr) do

update(v, sv, hv);
end

limit is exceeded [available_adjacent()]. The edge is valid as a
possible candidate only if the combination of hv and sv is min-
imum. This step is defined as αsv+βhv < 
max where 
max is
initially very low and then increases when the number of gen-
erated mutated paths is less than kr, or the path length exceeds
Lth. After every failure, 
max is increased by φ+. Finally, sj

and hj scores are updated for all nodes in the selected paths.
The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(ϕkr|E|log|V|), where
|E|log|V| is the running time of the Dijkstra algorithm. For the
multiple mutated routes, it is multiplied by kr as the algorithm
runs the Dijkstra algorithm kr times. ϕ is defined as the aver-
age number of failures to generate a valid path. ϕ is inversely
proportional with the step size φ+ due to the size of the selec-
tion pool. An SNcRM algorithm has a time complexity of
O(|V|2 ∗ 2|V|) [11] while SRO algorithm’s time complexity is
O(kr|E|log|V|) [14].

V. SINK OBFUSCATION

In fully centric WSNs, most of the data messages are deliv-
ered to the sink node to reach the application server. Moreover,
in SDWSNs, the controller adds another level of centrality,
as shown in Fig. 1. First, the sensed data are delivered to
the application layer above the controller. Second, there is the
network configuration exchange between the controller and the
SDN-enabled sensors [31]. This produces a pronounced com-
munication pattern that exposes the sink identification. The
unique function of the sink node to connect the network and
the controller makes it a single point of failure. Thus, an adver-
sary that attempts to attack the network availability can reveal
the sink node by applying traffic analysis techniques. The goal
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of sink node obfuscation is to minimize the traceability of a
sink node by an adversary. To hide the sink node, mislead-
ing the adversary and covering the exclusive traffic pattern are
needed, which usually exposes the sink node. To achieve this,
ks fake sink nodes are employed in the network that have a
similar deceptive traffic pattern as the sink nodes. This solu-
tion is inspired by the k-anonymity model [25]. As ks fake
sink nodes increases, sink node discovery becomes more dif-
ficult. However, the deceptive traffic will result in extreme and
redundant overhead. As a result, the problem is formulated to
determine how these fake sink nodes are selected while simul-
taneously maximizing the obfuscation level and minimizing
the cost

max Obf
(
Ŝ
)

& min Cost
(
Ŝ
)

(17)

where Ŝ is the set of nodes that are selected to be fake sink
nodes (Ŝ = {ŝ1, ŝ2, . . . , ŝks |∀ŝ ∈ G.V}). Cost(Ŝ) is the cost of
selecting Ŝ , which is determined by maintaining the energy
constraints of the selected nodes and generating deceptive traf-
fic. The goal is creating more local maxima where the fake
sink nodes act as traps for the heuristic adversary. The decep-
tive traffic is created when a real message is generated. In
contrast to existing techniques, all messages are delivered to
the nearest fake sink node only and vice versa to minimize
the overhead. Furthermore, the sink node forwards the broad-
cast message to the fake sink nodes to reduce the overhead.
When the fake sink node receives the broadcast message, it
will broadcast the message within its cell.

A. Selection of Fake Sink Nodes

First, the network is divided into ks nonoverlapping cells
to minimize the traffic overhead. Then, one of the ks fake
sink nodes is selected from each cell. The deceptive traffic
inside a cell is generated between the cell members and the
chosen fake sink node to create local maxima. The forma-
tion of a cell can be achieved based on the number of nodes
(node density), distances, and/or expected traffic. The con-
troller sorts all nodes in the cell based on an energy-based fit
score to select the fake sink node from a cell. Then, the Ŝ set
is formed of the top nodes in each cell. Initially, Ŝ are cho-
sen randomly under the security constraint as all the nodes
have the same initial energy. However, after one round, the
residual energy will be different. When the residual energy of
the cell’s fake sink node falls below a threshold thE (com-
puted based on the energy level of all nodes in the cell),
the controller reselects the cell fake sink node and updates
the flow rules. Thus, (17) is rewritten such that the cost of
selecting the fake sink for each cell is minimized while the
residual energy of the selected node is greater than thE, as
follows:

max
∑
∀ŝ∈Ŝ

Obf(ŝ) & min
∑
∀ŝ∈Ŝ

Cost(ŝ)

s.t. Energyŝ > thE ∀ŝ ∈ Ŝ. (18)

When a node is selected in Ŝ , both its own energy level
and also the energy levels of its neighbors are crucial. All

nodes in the cell deliver deceptive messages to this fake sink
node. The candidate nodes are sorted based on a fit score
(FitE) to minimize the effect of energy consumption due to
the deceptive traffic inside the cell. The fit score considers
the energy level of the node and the energy level of m-levels
neighbor nodes in the cell. If the neighbor node has fewer
hop connections to the candidate node, then there is a more
significant effect on its fit score. The nodes closest to the
fake sink node will consume more transmission energy due
to deceptive traffic delivery. For example, if node v is a can-
didate node, node u is a one-hop neighbor to node v while
node w connects to v in three hops. The energy level of these
neighbor nodes u and w is considered when determining the
fit score of node v. However, the influence of node u’s energy
level must be greater than that of node w due to the closer
distance. Hence, 2−k factor is associated with each neigh-
bor nodes when computing FitE where k is the number of
hops. Therefore, the fit score FitE of node v is calculated as
follows:

FitE(v) = Energyv +
m∑

k=1

(∑|v.H(k)|
i=1 Energyv.H(k)[i]

|v.H(k)| ∗ 2−k

)

(19)

where FitE is a score in the range of [0, 2]. v is any candidate
node, and m is the highest number of hops for node v with
the farthest node in the cell (v.cell()). v.H(k) returns the set
of neighbor nodes that have exactly k hops connection with
node v where v.H(k)[i] is the ith node in the set and |v.H(k)|
is the number of nodes in that set. The average energy level
of each node in the k-levels is computed. The information
needed to determine FitE score is easily obtained by the con-
troller due to its supervisory view. Thus, the cost function of
selecting a fake sink node in (18) is determined by FitE as
follows:

max
∑
∀ŝ∈Ŝ

Obf (ŝ) &
∑
∀ŝ∈Ŝ

FitE(ŝ)

s.t. Energyŝ > thE ∀ŝ ∈ Ŝ
∗FitE(ŝ) > FitE(v) ∀ŝ ∈ Ŝ & ∀v ∈ ŝ.cell(). (20)

The second constraint ensures that the selected fake sink nodes
have the lowest fit score of their cells. Fig. 5 shows an exam-
ple of Ŝ selection procedure. First, the network is divided
into five cells; thus, five fake sink nodes are selected (ks = 5).
Fig. 5(a) presents the initial set of Ŝ where the selected nodes
are the highest FitE nodes of their cells. Fig. 5(b) presents
the final selected set of Ŝ . Fig. 6 shows the m-levels neigh-
bor nodes of two nodes (Diamond � and Star ) of the
cell in the upper left corner of Fig. 5. For both cases, the
red nodes are one-hop neighbors, the green nodes are two-
hops neighbors, the purple nodes are three-hops neighbors,
and so on. Assume that �.E is equal to .E, which is 0.8.
For the diamond node, the average of energy level of the
two one-hop neighbors is 0.6 and the average of five two-
hops neighbors is 0.68. For the star node, the average of
energy level of the four one-hop neighbors is 0.675 and the
average of three two-hops neighbors is 0.666. If m = 2,
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Fig. 5. Initial and final sets of fake sink nodes (Ŝ). (a) Initial set of fake
sink Nodes (Ŝ). (b) Final set of fake sink nodes (Ŝ).

Fig. 6. m-Levels of connections when determining the FitE score of the star
node. (a) Diamond node as a candidate node. (b) Star node as a candidate
node.

then FitE(�) = 0.8 + 0.6 ∗ 2−1 + 0.68 ∗ 2−2 = 1.27 and
FitE() = 0.8+0.675∗2−1+0.666∗2−2 = 1.304. Thus, node
 is fitter than node � to be a fake sink node even they have
equal energy level. The effect of the cell’s nodes differs for
each case as well as FitE.

The goal is to maximize the number of steps for the adver-
sary to locate the sink nodes. Therefore, the higher steps
indicate a higher level of obfuscation. To determine the steps

that adversary must endure moving from one trap (local
maxima) to the next nearest trap, the travel cost (�) of a min-
imum spanning tree (MST) of the real and fake sink nodes
(S and Ŝ) is used. The travel cost �(S, Ŝ) is determined as
the summation of distances of MST

�
(
S, Ŝ

)
=

∑
∀s̄,s̃∈

{
S,Ŝ

} ds̄,s̃. (21)

The MST is rooted at the real sink node, where each edge in
the MST determines the next nearest maxima from one sink
to another (real or fake). Thus, (20) is rewritten by including
the MST travel cost as follows:

max
∑
∀ŝ∈Ŝ

FitE
(
ŝ
)

s.t. Energyŝ > thE ∀ŝ ∈ Ŝ
FitE

(
ŝ
)

> FitE(v) ∀ŝ ∈ Ŝ & ∀v ∈ ŝ.cell()

�
(
S, Ŝ

)
≥ �min

ds,ŝ < thd ∀ŝ ∈ Ŝ & ∀s ∈ S (22)

where �min is the minimum travel cost (third constraint).
Furthermore, a minimum distance threshold thd is defined such
that the distance between the sink node and a fake sink node is
greater than this threshold (fourth constraint). Fig. 5(a) shows
the constructed MST of the initial set of Ŝ with the real sink
node. However, the initial set of Ŝ does not meet the require-
ments of travel cost (�min). Therefore, the one with minimum
distance is removed and replaced with the following top node
from the same cell. Then, the MST of the final set of Ŝ is
constructed as shown in Fig. 5(b).

B. Sink Obfuscation Algorithm

First, the network is divided into ks cells. Then, the con-
troller selects the top (FitE score) node in each cell as Ŝ
excluding nodes that have a distance to the real sink lesser
than the minimum threshold thd. If Ŝ fails to meet the travel
cost constraint, then the node in Ŝ with minimum distance
will be replaced with the following top candidate nodes in
the same cell, and so on. In Algorithm 2, the overview of the
selection of fake sink nodes algorithm is presented. To select
Ŝ , the controller sorts the candidate nodes that meet the min-
imum distance threshold thd in each cell by its current energy
level. Then, Ŝ are the top nodes in the ks cells. Next, the
controller constructs an MST from the Ŝ set to determine the
travel cost. After that, the travel cost of MST (�(S, Ŝ)) is
compared with the minimum travel cost (�min). If �(S, Ŝ)

is larger than �min, then this initial set is accepted as the
final set. If �(S, Ŝ) is smaller than �min, then the node in
MST that has the closer distance to the real sink(s) is replaced
with the next candidate, and the MST step is repeated. The
time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(|V|η2logη) where η is
the number of real and fake sink nodes. The first loop takes
O(|V|) as the algorithm sorts the cells’ nodes based on FitE.
Creating MST’s time complexity is O(η2logη). The last loop
can be repeated |V| times as a worse case. Thus, this part’s
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Algorithm 2: Sink Obfuscation Algorithm
Input : G(V, E), S , Energy, cells
Output: Ŝ
for each c ∈ cells ⊂ G do

FitE ←− computeFitE(Energy); // Eq. 19
if (dv,s > thd) ∀v ∈ c , ∀s ∈ S then

c.candidate_list.append(v);
end
sort ∀v ∈ c.candidate_list based on FitE(v);
Ŝ.append(c.candidate_list.extractMax());

end
createMST(S, Ŝ);
while (�(S, Ŝ) < �min) do

for each ŝ ∈ Ŝ do
ŝ.sumDistance←−∑∀s∈S dŝ,s;

end
q←− minNode(sumDistance);
Ŝ.remove(q);
c̄ = q.cell();
Ŝ.append(c̄.candidate_list.extractMax());
createMST(S, Ŝ);

end

time complexity is O(|V|η2logη). PLAUDIT algorithm’s time
complexity is O(|V||E|2) [15].

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A simulation model is used to evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed proactive defense against traffic analysis attacks,
and several evaluation parameters are measured. Also, sev-
eral routing mechanisms are simulated and compared. First,
to obtain an estimate of a lower bound on the routing cost, SP
routing is simulated, which selects the shortest path for each
flow. The second routing mechanism is a ranking-based SP
(rSP) scheme in which routes are selected based on the link
cost weight in (11). The third routing mechanism is the RM
scheme, in which routes are selected based on the shortest
path while considering the similarity s and history h scores
in Section IV-B. The fourth routing mechanism is the rRM
scheme in which routes are selected based on the objective
function in (16). The fifth routing mechanism is the Random
φ+ rRM (RrRM) scheme in which routes are selected based on
the objective function in (16), besides, the increment in 
max
is a random variable with range (0, φ+]. Variations of multiple
mutated routes for rRM and RrRM mechanisms are also sim-
ulated (krRM and kRrRM). The sixth routing mechanism is
ksRM, in which ks of fake sink nodes are used in the network
using the objective function in (22). A combination of krRM
and ksRM is also simulated (kskrRM). The last routing mech-
anism is the RW scheme, in which the next hop is randomly
selected by assigning probability for each eligible link. Since
RW routing generates random traffic, it provides an upper
bound of the routing cost and the defense level. Moreover,
the proposed NTO solution is compared with state-of-the-art

Fig. 7. Sample of simulation model.

solutions, such as MRRF [23], SNcRM [11], SRO [14], and
PLAUDIT [15].

A. Simulation Setup

The simulation is conducted using MATLAB. A network
with 400 sensors is considered that are randomly deployed
over an area of 800× 800 with one sink node. The SDN con-
troller is connected with the sink node using a secure wired
network. All nodes have a CR of 80. The location of the sink
node is at the center of the network (500, 500). The simu-
lation proceeds in rounds, where various aspects related to
flow routes are updated. The positions of nodes in a network
would affect the experimental results. Thus, 1000 experiments
are conducted while the positions of sensor nodes are ran-
domly changed in each experiment. Then, the average results
of over 1000 experiments for each topology are used. A sam-
ple of the network area with sensor nodes, sink node, and
initial fake sink nodes’ placement used in the simulations is
shown in Fig. 7.

B. Attack Scenarios

In Section III-B, several attack types are defined. In this sec-
tion, the attack scenarios used for evaluation are defined. The
attack success rate defines the damage level of each attack sce-
nario. In the first scenario, the adversary compromises nodes
to sniff at the traffic that passes these nodes and around them.
The success rate of the sniffer attack is determined by the
degree of the node. The degree of a node is defined by the
ratio of the number of routes passing the node from all possi-
ble routes. A maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) method
is used to compute the success rate. In the second scenario, the
adversary launches a link-flooding attack on certain paths. The
attack success rate is determined by how significant these links
are. The weight of a link eij is the product of the between-
ness centrality of node i and j. The betweenness centrality
of a node is defined as the average of the total probabili-
ties that routes passing through this node over all possible
routes [32]

Bv =
∑
∀r∈routes pr

v

0.5|V|(|V| − 1)
. (23)
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In the third scenario, the adversary uses a compromised node v
to learn about the shared links between data and control paths
using the ARP of the CrossPath attack. The attack success rate
is determined by the possible discovered shared links over the
total number of control links in the network. In the last sce-
nario, the heuristic attack is considered in which the adversary
uses the traffic volume for the evaluation function. An attack
failure rate is determined by the number of deadlock points
the adversary may face when searching for the sink node.
Also, the h-steps are defined as the number of steps needed
to identify the sink node.

C. Evaluation Parameters

Several evaluation parameters are used to evaluate the
proposed solution.

1) Energy Consumption: Energy consumption determines
the average energy consumption of nodes.

2) Lifetime: The network’s lifetime is determined by the
time of the first node dies. In general, a longer lifetime implies
that the communication traffic is more balanced among the
nodes.

3) Path Length: Path Length is determined by the average
number of hops for the generated routes.

4) Entropy: Entropy determines the randomness of
network traffic (i.e., the distribution of traffic volume)

Entropy = −
∑
∀v∈G.V

(
Nv

Ntotal
log2

Nv

Ntotal

)
. (24)

In general, a higher value of entropy implies that the commu-
nication traffic pattern is more random.

5) Success Rate: Attack success rate is defined for each
attack scenario in Section VI-B. A lower success rate implies
a higher defense level.

6) Failure Rate and h-Steps: Heuristic attack failure rate is
defined by the deadlock rate described in Section VI-B. h-steps
determine the average number of steps an adversary takes to
identify the sink node using the heuristic attack.

D. Performance Analysis

1) Route Mutation: Fig. 8 shows the network and secu-
rity performance of SP, rSP, RM, rRM, RrRM, MRRF [23],
SNcRM [11], and RW mechanisms. In this figure, five different
network sizes are considered where the number of nodes (|V|)
is 200, 300, 400, 500, or 600. As expected, entropy is lowest
for SP and highest for RW [Fig. 8(d)]. The entropy is lower
with no mutated routes in SP and rSP because flows can pass
a particular node repeatedly with no restriction. The entropy
is higher in rRM and RrRM than in MRRF and SNcRM due
to the security constraints of route selection in terms of sim-
ilarity s and history h scores. More traffic distribution occurs
in the ranking-based mechanisms (rRM and RrRM) than the
RM. In Fig. 8(h), the average deadlock rate for heuristic attack
correlates with the entropy values shown in Fig. 8(d). Higher
entropy corresponds to a larger deadlock rate. This implies
that entropy is a useful metric to measure the efficiency of the
route obfuscation scheme. Without applying RM, the dead-
lock rate drops approximately 25% as the adversary can easily

obtain the shared paths due to the pattern of communication
traffic. Using the ranking approach decreases the success rate
because the next hop can differ with time for the same flow. It
is clear that SP and rSP show the worse defense performance
against the sniffer, link-flooding, and CrossPath attacks. RM
and rRM show a good defensive performance but lower than
RrRM due to the additional randomness of choosing the next
hop in terms of s and h scores. The success rate of the sniffer
attack scenario in MRRF is higher than other routing muta-
tion mechanisms. SP has the lowest obfuscation level because
the node can be selected repeatedly as part of the routes.
rRM and RrRM have a higher obfuscation level similar to
SNcRM [Fig. 8(e)]. MRRF has no security guarantee in select-
ing the mutated routes; hence, it fails to protect the network.
In Fig. 8(a), SP has worse energy consumption results than
that of rSP. Likewise, RM and SNcRM have a worse energy
consumption result than the other RM mechanisms. This is
because they do not consider the link cost including the energy
constraints. In Fig. 8(b), the rRMs mechanisms show a higher
network lifetime due to the load balancing of the route assign-
ment among nodes. Their network lifetime is even better than
the energy-aware shortest path (rSP). SP has a lower network
lifetime due to the repeated selection of specific nodes. MRRF
shows a good lifetime result as the objective function is for-
mulated to save the energy of the nodes. In Fig. 8(c), the rRMs
and SNcRM mechanisms have a slightly higher path length.
This is acceptable compared to the RW scheme. SP and rSP
have the lowest path length as they are the shortest path mecha-
nisms. The RW scheme has the highest defense performance in
terms of sniffer, link flooding, and CrossPath attacks. However,
Fig. 8 shows that RW has the poorest network performance.
RW has a very high energy consumption, which results in
the shortest network’s lifetime. In addition, the average path
length of the generated routes is five times (when |V| = 400)
that of the next highest scheme.

2) Multiple Mutated Routes (kr): Fig. 9 shows the influ-
ence of the number of mutated routes kr for rRM, RrRM,
and SRO [14]. The proposed route obfuscation techniques
have a better network and defense performance than SRO.
Fig. 9(d) shows the influence of kr on the average entropy.
As the entropy determines the randomness of network traf-
fic, it slightly increases with the increase of kr. In Fig. 9(h),
as kr increases, the number of heuristic attack’s deadlocks
increases due to the distribution of traffic. The success rate
of the sniffer attack scenario is slightly decreased when the
number of mutated routes is increased [Fig. 9(e)]. However,
the success rate of other attack scenarios increases due to the
increase in the number of overlapping points in data and/or
control paths [Fig. 9(f) and (g)]. Fig. 9(a) shows that the
energy consumption increases as the number of mutated routes
(kr) increases. This is an acceptable increase as the traffic
volume is multiplied by the kr factor. The network lifetime
and path length are also linearly degraded [Fig. 9(b) and
(c)]. RrRM has better network performance than rRM when
φ+ = 1 [Fig. 9(a)–(c)]. The effect of φ+ values is discussed in
Section VI-D3.

3) Influence of φ+: Fig. 9 also shows the influence of the
φ+ parameter. 
max is a dynamic threshold that determines
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 8. Comparison between the proposed route obfuscation solutions and the state of the art. (a) Energy consumption. (b) Network lifetime. (c) Path length.
(d) Entropy. (e) Sniffer attack. (f) Link-flooding attack. (g) Cross path attack. (h) Heuristic attack.

the optimal similarity s and history h scores. This parameter
determines the increased steps of 
max when constructed paths
are invalid due to the s and h scores. φ+ parameter deter-
mines how much the selection is strict to find the optimal path.
The entropy slightly degrades when φ+ increases [Fig. 9(d)];
hence, there is an increase in the success rate of the stud-
ied attacks. Higher φ+ means expanding the candidate list of
nodes to be selected for the next hop, hence, a higher con-
sideration to the node/link cost. A lower φ+ leads to fewer
candidates due to the strict selection. Increasing the φ+ param-
eter degrades the defense performance, but it improves the
network performance. In the end, this research aims to balance
network protection and functionality.

4) Sink Obfuscation: Fig. 10 provides a comparison
between the proposed mechanisms (rRM, 4krRM, 4ksRM,
and 4ks4krRM) and the state of the art (SRO [14] and
PLAUDIT [15]) in fully centric WSNs. In this figure, all
the network traffic (data and control flows) happens between

the sink node and the sensor nodes. In Fig. 10(d), there
is a greater increase of entropy with four fake sink nodes
(4ksRM and 4ks4krRM). However, with four mutated routes,
the entropy is the highest because the traffic is more evenly
distributed around the real and fake sink nodes (4ks4krRM).
This shows that the idea of generating multiple routes and
multiple fake sink nodes in a controlled manner does aid in
making the network traffic pattern more random. Fig. 10(h)
shows the average heuristic attack steps to reach the sink
node. Having four fake sink nodes dramatically increases the
attack steps due to the local maxima. Moreover, integrating
route obfuscation and sink obfuscation (4ks4krRM) results in
a higher number of attack steps. In Fig. 10(a), having four
fake sink nodes increases the energy consumption as extra
traffic is generated. 4krRM and 4ksRM have smaller energy
consumption than 4ks4krRM, while PLAUDIT uses a higher
energy consumption due to the higher traffic volume. However,
4ks4krRM provides better performance in terms of entropy
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 9. Influence of the number of mutated routes kr . (a) Energy consumption. (b) Network lifetime. (c) Path length. (d) Entropy. (e) Sniffer attack.
(f) Link-flooding attack. (g) CrossPath attack. (h) Heuristic attack.

and heuristic attack defense. Its effect on network parameters
can be considered as the cost of better performance. Fig. 10
shows that SRO fails to defend the network that is fully centric
WSNs. However, the deceptive traffic of PLAUDIT provides
good defensive performance but not better than 4ks4krRM.
Moreover, PLAUDIT has poor network performance, such as
very high energy consumption and low network lifetime.

E. Discussion

Algorithm 1 solves a composite routing problem by finding
paths for the given flow set using several network performance
parameters and security metrics. In other words, a path is
selected under similarity and history constraints with the least
path cost that is computed by (6). The path cost is determined
based on the residual energy of nodes and the expected energy
consumption, as well as the node capacity and reliability.
Moreover, the selected paths are restricted to a maximum

path length to ensure QoS requirements. Consequently, the
results of the proposed mechanism show better network
performance, such as lower energy consumption, lower life-
time, and lesser path length associated with higher network
protection. The security performance is investigated under
several types of traffic analysis attacks, namely, node-based
attack (sniffer), edge-based attack (link-flooding), and con-
trol attack (CrossPath). The proposed mechanism protects
the network by hiding the network topology and obfuscat-
ing the traffic. The network traffic does not accumulate on
the high-profile nodes as the network lessens relying on spe-
cific nodes without harming the network functionality. The
heuristic attack is more complex; thus, a sink obfuscation
algorithm is proposed. The results show that having multiple
fake sink nodes degrades the network performance. Thus,
Algorithm 2 balances the performance degradation and secu-
rity gain by carefully selecting the fake sink nodes based on
several criteria, including the distance between fake and real
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 10. Comparison between the proposed mechanism and the state of the art in fully centric WSNs. (a) Energy consumption. (b) Network lifetime.
(c) Path length. (d) Entropy. (e) Sniffer attack. (f) Link-flooding attack. (g) Heuristic attack. (h) Heuristic attack steps.

sink nodes and the energy level of fake sink nodes and their
neighbors.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, two mechanisms of NTO have been proposed
to protect WSNs from traffic analysis attacks. In addition,
they provide practical and scalable solutions for resource-
constrained WSNs. First, an rRM mechanism that considers
several route criteria to offer reliable and energy-efficient rout-
ing for route obfuscation has been developed. Second, sink
node obfuscation can minimize the observability of a sink
node by an adversary, especially for fully centric WSNs. For
future work, advanced adversaries, such as global adversary
and intelligent heuristic adversary, will be investigated. In
addition, a learning-based RM approach that utilizes the his-
torical topological data and the current network state will be
developed.
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